
On 15 August 2013 10:09,     <  Mark.Dance@kent.gov.uk  >     wrote:     

This email is sent on behalf of, and with the complete consent of, Mark Dance, Cabinet Member for Economic 
Development at Kent County Council.
 

Dear Jane,
 

Thank you for your letter concerning broadband.   I do not wish to sound negative about 
colleagues in the local media, but it is of some comfort to know that I am not the only 
person to be quoted out of context!
 

As you know we are very concerned about slow broadband speeds and as a consequence 
our project aims to bring broadband to every property in Kent and Medway.  As such I do 
stand by my comments that it is not a popularity contest as we want better broadband 
everywhere in Kent, not just those places which are ahead of their neighbours.   I know 
you are aware of our campaign at www.makekentquicker.com and we know your area has 
been highly active in raising awareness and stimulating demand – Thank you!  We have 
received over 19,000 responses to our on-line questionnaire and far from being a waste of 
time, this has been crucial in helping us our secure Government funding to support our 
initiative.   Without this project many rural businesses and communities would continue to 
have either no or very slow broadband services as there are no market-led plans to 
upgrade infrastructure in many rural parts of the County.
 

Kent County Council is investing over £10 million to enable this project, which has been 
matched by £9.87 million from central government.  Whilst BT are also investing heavily, 
we are quite clear that the contract we have signed is KCC’s and we will be making the 
decisions about how best to spend public money in Kent and Medway.   In dialogue with 
BT (and other providers with whom we have contracts) we have determined that the most 
technically efficient and cost effective solution is to build on their existing commercial 
model and to re-use as many ducts and poles that are already in the right places to serve 
the local population.  As an example, our project will lay some 7,000km of fibre across the 
County, but will only involve digging some 53km of new ducting as we seek to make best 
use of the assets already available.   This also helps us to not dig up all the roads in the 
County! 
 

We are in dialogue with other County areas and it is interesting to note that where priorities 
have been set for the suppliers ignoring their expertise, the overall anticipated coverage to 
be achieved has not met expectations.  This is not a situation we wish to see in Kent - we 
want to beat our targets and have started with 90% Superfast and 100% at 2mbps.   We 
are already on track for 91% Superfast, and a further 4% connected to fibre (above 
2mbps) with the remaining 5% at 2mbps.   We will continue to press for more funding and 
higher speeds / greater coverage through the life of our contract with BT and beyond.   For 
your information the latest update, published after signing our contract with BT, is 
athttps://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/community-and-living/Broadband/update.pdf. 
 

Westerham is included in scope for our project so the good news is we will be working in 
your area.    We cannot yet say exactly what the improvement will be for your area as this 
is dependent on the detailed surveys which need to be carried out.    Part of the detailed 
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planning for the area will pick up specific information (such as the fibre spines and power 
along the A25 which you mentioned) so that we make best use of the infrastructure 
already in place.    We are also seeking to publish more general information about the 
phasing of the overall project so that local people can have some certainty over when we 
will be working in their areas.    At present, we can say that the overall project is due to be 
completed by the end of 2015.    Further information will be published on the Make Kent 
Quicker website as it becomes known.
 
I hope this clarifies the position for you
Mark Dance
 
sent by
Graeme Bridgland
 
Staff Officer to Cabinet Member for Economic Development
Kent County Council
Sessions House
County Hall
Maidstone ME14 1XQ
07740 184475


